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Resumo 

 

Este trabalho realiza um estudo empírico em 130 reuniões do Copom para investigar qual 

modelo tem a melhor performance na quantificação de risco para uma dada taxa de câmbio de 

acordo com um modelo paramétrico de Value-at-Risk (VaR). Para estimar a volatilidade, foi 

usado um método forward-looking baseado em dados de mercado de volatilidade implícita (VI) 

de uma semana para taxas de câmbio, além dos modelos de volatilidade histórica e os clássicos 

GARCH simétrico e assimétrico. Nas reuniões do Copom, os limites de VaR derivados do 

modelo de VI de uma semana foi ultrapassado em média 5% das vezes para um nível de 

confiança de 95% com um erro absoluto médio de 0.337%. Os resultados demonstram que o 

VaR baseado em VI é o quantificador de risco mais robusto para taxas de câmbio em potenciais 

eventos de estresse dentre os modelos analisados. 

 

 

Palavras-chaves: Copom, Eventos Macroeconômicos, Volatilidade Implícita, Taxa de 

Câmbio, Modelos de previsão de volatilidade, VaR Paramétrico, Gerenciamento de Risco 
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Abstract 

 

This paper conducts an empirical study on 130 Copom meetings to investigate which model 

has the best performance on risk quantification for a particular foreign exchange (FX) rate based 

on parametric Value-at-Risk (VaR). To estimate the volatility, it was used a forward-looking 

method based on one-week FX implied volatility (IV) market data, and also the classic 

symmetric and asymmetric GARCHs and Historical Volatility models. At Copom meetings, 

the VaR limits built on one-week IV model were exceeded on average 5% for a confidence 

level of 95% with a mean absolute error of 0.337%. The results demonstrate that Value-at-Risk 

based on the IV model is the more robust risk quantification for FX return rates for the 

predefined potential stress events among the models examined. 

 

 

Keywords: Copom, Macroeconomic Events, FX rate, Implied Volatility, Forecasting Volatility 

Models, Parametric Value-at-Risk, Risk Management 
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1. Introduction 

 

Trying to obtain plausive answers about how the predictive power of forecasting volatility 

models is translated into a risk quantification for FX currencies at pre-scheduled events with a 

potential to cause stress on the market, given a certain level of confidence, or saying with 

different words, which model better predicts future daily volatility to be used as a source for 

the daily parametric Value-at-Risk thresholds, this paper conducts an empirical study based on 

130 Copom meetings, from 2003 to 2019, aiming to determine which model could deliver the 

most reliable forecast volatility to serve as a reference for a robust risk management tool during 

low and high volatility periods in the FX market. In sequence, a practical application is 

conducted on 3 important isolated pre-scheduled events (Brexit referendum, the last USA 

presidential election, and the last Brazilian presidential election) to confirm the Value-at-Risk 

based on the IV model robustness. 

 

Regarding risk quantification, since JP Morgan publicized Value-at-Risk (VaR) in 1994 to 

professionals at financial institutions and corporations with its RiskMetrics service, seizing the 

opportunity of concerns about the proliferation of derivative instruments, this method which 

still encounters many backlashes, has been widespread adopted for mainly recaps all risks 

associated with an entire portfolio into a single number (Holton, 2002). On the other hand, the 

fact that VaR is generated from a statistical method leads on providing only an estimate of the 

potential worst loss and not a definitive value of loss beyond the specified limits in tail events, 

thus VaR is necessary but not sufficient for managing risks and should be used as a 

complementary risk management tool along with Expected Tail loss measure and Stressing 

tests. 

 

In respect to tail events, it is important to distinguish atypical events from potential stress 

events. While an atypical event, like a black swan, for example, belongs to the tail distribution 

and is an unpredictable occurrence that is beyond what is normally expected of a situation and 

has potentially severe consequences. Potential stress events, on the other hand, can be part of 

the tail having an outcome beyond the specified limits and potentially severe consequences but 

are not unpredictable due to the fact the events are preannounced. Therefore, all atypical events 

are potential stress events, but not all potential stress events, such as Copom meetings,  

Elections and other relevant pre-scheduled macroeconomic events, are atypical occurrences. 
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When there is an Election in place for example, a true fact is the VaR measured one day before 

this event is a wrong risk estimation because basically this measurement will consider data from 

the past. All backward-looking volatility forecasting models present this issue. That is why this 

article proposes a new methodology based on market expectation driven by one-week FX 

Implied Volatility (IV) data in order to best estimate the amount of risk on the election day and 

other potential stress events, and compares the results with risk estimations from other 

backward looking risk models. For FX rates, there is one particular attribute that helps on 

evaluating the risks correctly. The rolling property of FX options is critical and refers to FX at 

the money (ATM) options with maturity days expiring every trading day, resulting in the most 

updated market risks expectations. 

 

FX currencies were chosen as the target asset for three reasons: First because is the only asset 

with options expiring every day. Second, due to the fact FX is a very relevant asset impacting 

many other assets. Finally, the daily liquidity is critical while assessing correctly the market 

risks expectations through IV data. According to the most recent semi-annual foreign exchange 

(FX) volume survey released by The Foreign Exchange Committee (FXC)1, the average trading 

daily volume in respect to Brazilian Real (BRL) FX financial instruments is estimated in US$ 

16.32 billion, considering Spot, Forward, FX Swaps and Over the Counter Options 

Transactions. In Brazil, this daily volume is about US$ 7 billion in the primary and interbank 

segment and research pieces of evidence suggest, in most cases, the FX rate in the spot market 

is caused by the FX rate in the future market. This influence is pointed by many authors as a 

consequence of the Brazilian Central Bank (BCB) authorization requirement to operate in the 

foreign exchange market, leading the market´s participants to operate through FX derivatives 

instruments (BCB, 2018). 

 

Despite the predictive power of IV is emphasized by many authors, one example is (Andrade 

& Tabak, 2001), the contribution coming from backward looking forecasting volatility models 

in risk management were important while performing risks assessments and quantification. 

(Engle, 1982) had a prominent role starting with the Autoregressive Conditional 

Heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model to describe the United Kingdom's inflationary uncertainty. 

(Bollerslev T., 1986)  generalized the model developing a symmetric and robust extension 

 
1 FXC is a private-sector organization sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (New York Fed)   
https://www.newyorkfed.org/fxc/volumesurvey/index.html 
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called GARCH. Other authors worked in many subsequent and extensions variations. (Nelson, 

1991), for example, proposed another asymmetric approach with more relaxed restriction 

creating the exponential GARCH model.  

 

In addition to the vast investigations related to FX rate volatility forecasting models and its 

applications, this study brings a new perspective regarding the use of  FX  IV instead of 

volatility indexes or other sources of implied volatility for FX rates, to conduct a pioneer 

empirical inquire about macroeconomic preannounced events effects on risk metrics  reliability 

and quantification. After analyzing the evidences, the documentation and publicized of a 

procedure already in use by some financial market’s practitioners, but unknown from many 

others, can shed some light on this topic and broadcast this robust risk management tool to help 

hedgers and speculators on better evaluating the risks for potential volatile days opening new 

and interesting debates regarding this practical approach. 

 

The paper is structured in the following sequence. Chapter 2 presents a theoretical overview of 

the main topics related to this investigation. Chapter 3 navigates through the literature reviewing 

many articles that have examined the predictive power of volatility models in many scenarios 

with different methodologies and practical applications to preannounced macroeconomic 

events. Chapter 4 demonstrates the data sample and the methodological approach used. Chapter 

5 presents the empirical results, analysis, and discussions. Finally, the conclusion brings a 

summary regarding the findings and evidence suggesting new frontiers to be investigated in 

future researches. 
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2. Theoretical Overview  

 

Volatility is the backbone of this paper, in particular, those related to FX rates,  and its 

definitions and calculation methods have been deeply explored in many economic and finance 

areas serving as feedstock for risk management. Differently from uncertainty, which describes 

a scenario with many possible outcomes but without the possibility of assignment of 

probabilities to the results, volatility expresses the possible variation in a particular economic 

variable and allows the assignment of probabilities. When the observed fluctuations of a random 

variable are measured over a certain period, the volatility is then defined as realized volatility 

(RV) which reflects a historical volatility (HV) and it is basically measured by a standard 

deviation of the total variability of this specific variable in a certain period of time (Aizenman 

& Pinto, 2005). In practical terms, for this work, volatility can be defined as a statistical measure 

of FX rates returns dispersion. 

 

FX rates daily returns continuously compounded can be calculated by taking the difference in 

the logarithm of two consecutive FX rates described in the equation (1): 

 

𝑟𝑡  =  𝑙𝑛 ( 𝑓𝑥𝑡 / 𝑓𝑥𝑡−1 )          (1) 

 

Where 𝑟𝑡 is renamed as BRL_LN_RTN and labeled as USDBRL Return in subsequent test 

results and graphics in this study, 𝑓𝑥𝑡 is the closing daily rate of the current period and  𝑓𝑥𝑡−1 

is the closing daily rate of the preceding period. 

 

Beyond the volatility estimation based on time series of asset´s returns, another alternative is 

deriving implied volatility from options prices of the underlying asset using an Iterative 

Method, once it is not possible to reverse option pricing models to calculate the implied 

volatility. The most widely adopted model was introduced by (Black & Scholes, 1973) for 

pricing European stock options and Fischer Black, Myron Scholes, and Robert Merton end up 

influencing the whole financial market with their breakthrough model on determining 

derivatives price of many risky assets. The model has five variables as inputs: historical 

volatility (𝜎), continuously compounded risk-free interest rate (r), number of trading days until 

option maturity (T), option strike price (K) and underlying asset spot price (S0). The model 

outputs the option price for European calls (c) and puts (p) as described in equation (2) and (3) 

respectively.  
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𝑐 =  𝑆0𝑁(𝑑1)  −  𝐾𝑒−𝑟𝑇𝑁(𝑑2)         (2) 

𝑝 =  𝐾𝑒−𝑟𝑇𝑁(−𝑑2)  − 𝑆0𝑁(− 𝑑1)         (3) 

 

Where N(d1) and N(d2) are the cumulative probability distribution function for a variable with 

a standard normal distribution and can be extracted from the standard normal table. The 

formulas to calculate d1 and d2 are described in equation (4) and (5). 

 

𝑑1  =  
𝑙𝑛 (𝑆0 / 𝐾) + (𝑟 + 𝜎2/2)𝑇

𝜎√𝑇
          (4) 

𝑑2  =  𝑑1  −  𝜎√𝑇           (5) 

 

Among the assumptions used to derive the Black & Scholes model are included: the random 

walk behavior of risky asset´s price with constant mean and volatility. Allows short selling of 

securities without restriction. No transaction costs or taxes. There are no dividends during the 

life of the derivative. There are no riskless arbitrage opportunities. Security trading is 

continuous, risk-free rate is constant for all maturities and options are European. The main 

critics are related to the normal distribution of assets returns and constant volatility because 

evidence suggests financial assets returns exhibit fat tails, possibly skewed in their distributions 

and volatility clustering contradicting the idea of independent and identical distribution 

(Franses & Van Dijk, 2000) 

 

Implied volatility was initially denominated weighted average of implied standard deviations 

by (Latane & Rendleman, 1976) a few years later after Black-Scholes-Merton disclose their 

work. According to (Hull, 2009), IV is the volatilities implied by options prices observed in the 

market, in other words, the asset´s future volatility based on the market´s expectations. Whereas 

a financial asset has many derived options traded, different implied volatilities can be 

calculated, and volatility indexes shaped to represent a group of IVs. VIX, for example, 

measures 30-day expected volatility of the S&P 500 Index. The components of the VIX Index 

are near- and next-term put and call options with more than 23 days and less than 37 days to 

expiration (CBOE, 2019). FXVol index2 is calculated based on the listed dollar options 

contracts, negotiated at B3 (the Brazilian exchange) providing the implied volatility for the next 

21 working days period (Dario, 2007). The point is, whether using indexes or isolated options 

 
2 FXVol Index was initially deployed by B3 (The Brazilian exchange) in July 2007 and excluded from B3 in 
September 2016. This index no longer exists. 
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to extract the implied volatility, there is always a fixed option maturity period embedded. This 

maturity period is 21 days for FXVol and at least 23 days for VIX index. 

 

Imaging an important macroeconomic event happening 7 days ahead and next options series 

expiring in 23 days. VIX would be reflecting the future expected volatility from the spot options 

prices which the index is built on and will be incorporating extra information related to expected 

outcomes ahead of the macroeconomic event. A second scenario would be the event happening 

23 days ahead. In this sense, VIX would be incorporating extra information related to expected 

outcomes preceding the event. For this reason, the implied volatility of one week derived from 

FX at the money (ATM) options prices was selected and extracted from Bloomberg. There are 

three benefits of using this time frame. First, the extra information carried for the implied 

volatility is decreased. Second, it is possible to easily identify the effects in the IV when the 

event enters into the one-week window. Lastly, this shorter rolling property3 allows a future 

volatility estimation for the macroeconomic event day one week before and the value is based 

on a purer and more realistic market´s expectation of the FX rate future volatility. Figure (1) 

shows the 3 sources of IV annualized. 

 

 

Figure 1 – FX_IV one-week, VIX and FXVol Index 

 
3 FX options rolling property refers to FX at the money (ATM) options with maturity days expiring every trading 
day. For FX IV one-week, it has expiration time in 5 trading days and this moving maturity window time is 
rolling 5 trading days for every subsequent trading day. 
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According to (Jorion P., 2007),  managing financial risks consist of identifying, measure and 

take proper actions aiming to take the risks to the lowest level as possible. In order to quantify 

potential risks, a popular model commonly used is VaR which describes the worst loss over a 

target horizon that will not be exceeded with a given level of confidence. The practical 

interpretation of the value calculated by VaR can be shortened in one sentence: "I am 𝛼 percent 

certain there will not be a loss of more than X dollars in the next t days”. Equation (6) exhibit 

the mathematical formulation for parametric VaR. 

 

𝑉𝑎𝑅d  = 𝜎d  ∗  𝑧(𝛼)  ∗  √𝑡  ∗  𝑊          (6) 

 

Where 𝑧(𝛼) represents the confidence level factor, t is the number of days, which is 1 for this 

case and W is the portfolio value. For the three main confidence levels, the 𝑧(𝛼) is defined by: 

z(95%) = 1,645; z(90%) = 1,282; z(99%) = 2,326. Thus, to calculate the VaR thresholds the 

formula can be reduced to 𝑉𝑎𝑅d  = 𝜎d  ∗  𝑧(𝛼). 

 

By using the parametric VaR described above two main assumptions are being adopted: The 

FX returns series are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) and normally distributed. 

If the series returns distribution is stated as normal, then the VaR satisfy the subadditivity 

property, and together with monotonicity, translation invariance, and homogeneity properties, 

this risk measure can be claimed as coherent (Artzner, P.; Delbaen, F.; Eber; M., J.; Heath, D., 

1999). However, it is not straight forward declaring financial series returns following a normal 

distribution, especially with many evidences pointing out these series have fat tails and 

asymmetries properties on their distribution. By doing so, the risk quantification could be 

underestimated, and the risk measure becomes worse as asymmetry increases. When using the 

parametric VaR, one of the main issues is to choose correctly the distribution pattern of the 

series. On the other hand, according to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), the sum and mean of 

n independent random variables with finite mean and variances follow a distribution 

approximately normal if n is sufficiently high. This concept varies according to some factors, 

for example, the presence of asymmetry in the distribution. In general, it is used above 30 

observations as a reference for state n as sufficient high. 

 

During stress events, the tails risks might become noticeable and as higher is the confidence 

level the worse the reliability of the potential loss calculated using the parametric VaR. Besides, 
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the VaR model has no attempt to measure the losses beyond the calculated limits and the use 

of historical data might not be adequate to estimate future potential limit losses. On the other 

hand, the use of current market data, for example, IV, serving as feedstock for VaR, could bring 

some benefits to improving the robustness of VaR. Once the limitations are recognized, VaR 

can be used as a necessary but not sufficient risk management tool during a stress event, serving 

as a reference and important complement to other risk metrics and tests.     

 

Evaluating the VaR models estimation errors in this empirical study, in cases where the VaR 

calculated limits were exceeded, the mean absolute error (MAE) was calculated by taking the 

absolute mean value of the difference between the realized FX rate return and the estimated 

VaR threshold and is important to understand the loss scale on the event´s day of a give position, 

long or short. From this point on, FX one-week implied volatility will be referenced as IV only 

and the VaR IV model will be built on top of this variable. 
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3. Literature Review 

 

Over the last decades, a variety of studies have been focused on the predictive power of different 

models while forecasting volatility, and from then, many applications and empirical 

investigations were unfolded in financial fields. (Poony & Granger, 2001) selected 72 papers 

published in the nineties with an emphasis on volatility forecasting to investigate their findings. 

Among the major evidence is that the comparison of IV forecasts with the simplest HV method 

suggesting that IV provides useful information about future volatility and indicates an imminent 

large or unusual volatility. Comparing to GARCH models, all except one conclude that IV has 

a better forecast while more biased. (Xu & Taylor, 1995), (Jorion P. , 1995), (Amin & Ng, 

1997), (Andersen & Bollerslev, 1998), (Campa, Chang, & & Reider, 1998) and  (Christensen 

& Prabhala, 1998) are a few examples among the material analyzed. 

 

Corroborating with (Poony & Granger, 2001),  (Szakmary, Ors, Kim, & Davidson III, 2003) 

investigated 35 futures options markets from eight separate exchanges. Their evidence suggests 

also that the GARCH model forecast of future volatility does not contain any additional 

information beyond what is already contained in IV. 

 

Recent researches related to FX volatility prediction, (Pilbeam & Langeland, 2015) found that 

the IV forecasts significantly outperform the three GARCH models in both low and high 

volatility periods examining 4 different FX rates. (Viola, Klotzle, Pinto, & Gaglianone, 2017) 

using quantile regression to evaluate FX volatility and conditional autoregressive VaR 

concluding that the GARCH model had a worse prediction than 71% of the other 60 models 

built. (Lahmiri, 2017) developed a new approach and incorporated technical indicators into an 

artificial neural network (ANN) to forecasting HV. The results outperformed the GARCH 

family models and highlighted the advantages of assumption-free, easy implementation, and 

accuracy. 

 

The economic development factor was also considered by (Iliescu & Dutta, 2016). Using a 

linear combination of a time-series model and IV from options to predict the daily movement 

of monthly FX rate volatility, their empirical exercise focused on two time-series models, mixed 

data sampling (MIDAS) and GARCH. The analysis indicates that for both developed and 

developing economies the predictive power of MIDAS and that of GARCH is comparable. 
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Other frameworks and approaches were used trying to elucidate if the aggregation of new 

variables or the modification of data frequency is relevant to improve the predictive power of 

the models. (Engels, 2019) comparing the GARCH model,  HAR model and VIX, stated that 

the HAR model has the most accurate prevision for the daily and monthly forecast horizon and 

the GARCH model is the best at predicting future volatility for the weekly forecasting period. 

(Campani & Durães, 2018) have evidence pointing out that including FXVol, an index 

calculated by B3 representing IV, and Realized Variance, obtained from high-frequency data, 

in the standard EGARCH model, both variables provide significant information and improves 

the forecasting volatility for USDBRL FX market. (Busch, Christensen, & Nielsen, 2011) 

studying past continuous and jump components in FX, stock, and bond markets, draw the 

conclusion that IV contains incremental information about future volatility in all three markets, 

and it is an unbiased forecast in the FX and stock markets, The unbiased outcome contradicts 

the evidence found by (Poony & Granger, 2001). 

 

Examining the intrinsic value of predicted volatilities for pre-scheduled events and news 

announcements, some authors conducted empirical works comparing the classic model’s 

performance on these probable stress days and others developed new frameworks to explore 

this relation. (Petralias & Dellaportas, 2015) found strong evidence that suggests the use of 

extra information from scheduled news announcements can enrich the GARCH structures. 

Their model predicted volatility from three FX rates on 15 U.S. scheduled macroeconomic 

events rather well when compared with conditional volatility models and other nonparametric 

formulations such as splines. (Mensi, Hammoudeh, & Yoon, 2014) analyzing the long memory 

(LM) properties of four major FX markets of the world oil exporter Saudi Arabia, it reveals 

strong persistence of LM in conditional volatility for the four Saudi exchange rates versus major 

currencies and no significant impact in volatility from scheduled news announcements. 

 

Evaluating the interaction of FX  IV indexes, SPX, VXFXI, BPVIX, JYVIX, and EUVIX from 

2011 to 2016,  with respect to scheduled macroeconomic announcements from US, Chinese, 

United Kingdom, Japan and European Union market, (Ishfaq, Qiong, & Shah, 2017) found that 

IV becomes significant and leads to the resolution of uncertainty on the days of the 

announcements. In line with these results, (Du, Fung, & Loveland, 2018) came up with 

evidence that volatility spread captures information about FOMC meetings before that 

information is reflected in stock prices, suggesting that the options market is an important 

source of informed trading. 
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4. Database and Methodology  

 

4.1. Data Description 

 

The Database of this empirical work is mainly composed of daily closing spot FX rates of 

Dollar-Brazilian Real (USDBRL) and its respective one-week IV daily quoted but in the yearly 

base, British Pound-Dollar (GBPUSD) and Dollar-Mexican Peso (USDMXN) and their daily 

quoted one-week IV annualized. Copom, BREXIT referendum, USA 2016 presidential 

election, and 2018 Brazilian presidential election indexes, which accounted for the specific 

dates where the results of the mentioned pre-scheduled events were publicly disclosed. The data 

sample was collected from October 1st, 2003 to August 21st, 2019 and has in total 4146 

observations. Note all FX returns series have mean 0 and finite standard deviations.  

 

The FX rates and their correspondent IV were extracted from Bloomberg and Copom meetings 

announcement days from the Brazilian Central Bank (BCB, 2019). Holidays were considered 

while evaluating the forecasting volatility from Copom announcement days including data only 

from business days in which B3 was open. Furthermore, FX rates daily returns were calculated 

according to equation (1). 

 

A statistical properties summary of the data is displayed in Table 1: 

 

Table 1: Statistical properties for FX rates, Returns, and Implied Volatility series 

 Variables Lable  Obs  Mean Std.Dev.  Min  Max  Skew.  Kurt. 

USDBRL Rate 4146 2.522 0.720 1.539 4.207 0.586 2.107 
USDBRL IV 1W 4146 14.982 7.092 4.412 73.240 3.013 17.459 
USDBRL Return 4145 0 0.010 -0.076 0.071 0.301 8.552 
GBPUSD Rate 4146 1.612 0.220 1.203 2.107 0.133 2.192 
GBPUSD IV 1W 4146 9.096 3.672 3.783 47.870 2.971 17.486 
GBPUSD Return 4145 0 0.006 -0.084 0.030 -0.891 14.939 
USDMXN Rate 4146 13.892 3.109 9.858 21.956 0.818 2.263 
USDMXN IV 1W 4146 11.505 6.527 3.918 78.185 4.022 28.761 
USDMXN Return 4145 0 0.007 -0.067 0.080 0.808 14.389 

 

 

Figure (2) shows on the left the FX USDBRL rate behavior. On the right, it is possible to see 

the respective returns demonstrating visually high evidence of volatility clustering. Figure (3) 

represents the USDBRL Returns histogram fitted by a normal curve and reveals a leptokurtic 

(fat tails) property. Once applied a filter to only consider the Copom announcement days, the 

image on the right displays the distribution of returns with a negative degree of skewness. 
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Figure 2 – FX USD-BRL Rate and its Returns 

 

 

Figure 3 – General FX USD-BRL Returns distribution and at Copom days 

 

Note all FX return series have a mean zero and finite variance. Looking at the correlogram of 

the series it is possible to verify there is no auto or partial correlation on the residuals, in this 

case, the random variables, represented by the FX return series, are i.i.d, and supported by the 

CLT, thus, FX returns series can be stated as having a distribution approximately normal. 

 

Instead of using the time to categorize periods of high and low volatility for the Copom 

announcements study, the average of one-week USDBRL IV covered during the analyzed 

period was the reference point selected for this purpose allowing a further investigation for 

these two scenarios. The reason to use the implies average instead of the median is the fact that 

the whole sample was incorporated into the models and there is special attention to tail risks 

quantification, which means unusual volatility values have to be considered. The mean of 

USDBRL IV 1W looking at the whole sample was 14.98 % annually according to Table 1. Low 

and High Volatility periods were considered those potential stress days with implied volatility 

below and above this value, respectively. 
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4.2. Methodology  

 

In total, four models were selected to evaluate the best robustness performance in terms of VaR 

estimation considering all 130 Copom meetings and then applying the same test on 3 specific 

special unique events. First, the detailed description of the Implied Volatility Model is presented 

showing how USDBRL IV is used to derive the expected Volatility for each Copom 

announcement day. Secondly, the historical volatility model is described with emphasis on the 

moving window selection. Finally, the stationary condition of the FX USDBRL returns time 

series is verified following by GARCH and EGARCH models demonstration. In the end, all 

estimated volatilities from all models were used to calculate the respective parametric VaR and 

a backtest was performed and mean absolute errors (MAE) were examined. 

 

4.2.1. The Implied Volatility Model 

 

According to (Christensen & Prabhala, 1998) and  (Navatte & Villa, 2000), IV has information 

regarding future volatilities which are not part of a time series of asset´s returns. Thus, a model 

built on top of Implied Volatility (IV) integrates the group of models to be analyzed with respect 

to their performance on specific macroeconomic days.  

 

Definition: This model is built based on USDBRL implied volatility from its respective ATM 

options with 5 trading days maturity with options expirations occurring every trading day. 

 

As an illustrative example, consider the Copom announcement decision taking place on 

Tuesday (T). The FX one-week IV from previous Tuesday (T), which is 6 trading days before 

the event, is incorporating all expected information until next Monday or 5 trading days ahead. 

Thus, this Implied data still does not have any information related to the event's possible 

outcome. In the subsequent day, on Wednesday (W), the FX one-week IV incorporates the next 

5 trading days expected information which contains the event´s decision. Therefore, it is 

expected the variance from Wednesday (𝜎W 
2 ) being higher than the day before (𝜎T 

2 ).  

 

 

𝜎W 
2 =  𝑣𝑎𝑟1𝑤(𝑑−5)      (7) 

𝜎T 
2 =  𝑣𝑎𝑟1𝑤(𝑑−6)      (8) 
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Assumptions: To estimate the daily volatility for every Copom meeting three assumptions were 

part of the model development:  

 

▪ All the expected variances during the next 5 trading days are equal and i.i.d.; 

▪ The expected variances on the next 5 trading days do not change over time; 

▪ Markets are efficient and the option prices reflect all new information affecting 

immediately all implied volatility data. 

 

Calculation: Usually, volatility data are expressed annualized. In order to reach the final 

objective of estimating the future volatility for the event day, it is necessary to change the time 

base and find the daily implied volatility first. Assuming 252 trading days in a year, the 

equivalent one week (1w) daily implied volatility of FX USDBRL IV extracted from 

Bloomberg can be expressed as: 

𝜎𝑖1𝑤(𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦)  =  
𝜎𝑖1𝑤

100∗√252
          (9) 

To make an easier mathematical manipulation, the FX USDBRL IV is transformed into the 

equivalent variance and by assuming the variances of the subsequent days (d1=d2=d3=d4=d5) 

are equal and do not change over time, it is possible to calculate the event daily variance (𝑣𝑎𝑟dc) 

following the equations (10) and (11): 

5𝑣𝑎𝑟1𝑤(𝑑−6) = 𝑣𝑎𝑟d1 + 𝑣𝑎𝑟d2 + 𝑣𝑎𝑟d3 + 𝑣𝑎𝑟d4 + 𝑣𝑎𝑟d5 = 5𝑣𝑎𝑟d     (10) 

5𝑣𝑎𝑟1𝑤(𝑑−5) = 4𝑣𝑎𝑟d + 𝑣𝑎𝑟dc         (11) 

 

Where the subscript (d-6) represents the variance of the day which is 6 trading days before the 

potential stress event, and (d-5) represents the variance of the day which is 6 trading days before 

the potential stress event, in this case represented by (dc) in the equation (11) and (12). Then, 

to obtain the estimate forward-looking daily variance (𝑣𝑎𝑟dc) and consequently, the volatility 

for the preschedule event (𝜎2
dc) or also defined as potential stress event, the equation below 

summarizes the final calculation: 

𝜎2
dc  =  5 ∗  𝜎2

1w(d−5)  −  4 ∗  𝜎2
1w(d−6)      ;  𝜎2

1w(d−5)  ≥  0.8𝜎2
1w(d−6)    (12) 

In spite of the above formulation presents a simple form, it represents a generic mathematical 

shape to describe what was done in order to calculate the daily macroeconomic volatility. For 

instance, all holidays during the analyzed period were considered and evaluated on every 
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Copom meeting4 to model financial operators’ strategies anticipation or delay based on the 

effects caused by the holidays. 

One important piece of evidence regarding the effects of macroeconomics events on IV data is 

shown prior to exhausting the model’s demonstration. For all meetings, there was a statistical 

average increment of 1.06% on the USDBRL IV, comparing the volatility of the day ex-ante 

the meeting entered the one-week window and the effective volatility day when the event joins 

the respective window. This evidence shows that a macroeconomic event on the calendar is 

noticed, anticipated and incorporated by market participants in FX options prices translated by 

the FX IV changes as stated in the IV model definition. 

 

4.2.2. Historical Volatility Estimation 

 

To empirically estimate the volatility based on historical FX rate data, a simple calculation of 

standard deviation was done for the FX rate returns. The daily observations over the previous 

90 trading days were used. Following the equation (1) in order to determine daily returns (ri) 

and then defining the estimate historical volatility as: 

 

𝜎HV̂  = √ 
1

𝑛−1
∑ (𝑟𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1  −  �̅�)2           ;  �̅�  =  𝑛−1 ∑ 𝑟𝑡−𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1      (13) 

 

Where 𝑛 is the number of observations of the moving data sample window. Other values for n 

were tested as choosing an appropriate value is not easy, once there is a delicate equilibrium 

between data density and information relevance for predicting future volatility. But the best 

results in terms of estimated volatility versus realized volatility were obtained from a number 

of observations equal to 90 trading days. 

 

4.2.3. GARCH models Specifications 

 

Before demonstrating the methodology supporting the GARCH family models used to obtain 

conditional volatility forecasting, the stationary condition of the FX USDBRL Return time 

series was confirmed using the following steps. First, looking at the correlogram to verify 

 
4 Beyond the 130 meetings, there were 6 meetings excluded from the database because the variance ex-ante 
the Copom meeting entered into the one-week window was 0.8 higher than the variance on the subsequent 
day. This phenomenon resulted in 𝜎2

dc  <  0; making impossible the volatility calculation.  
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autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation on residuals. Figure 4 shows a clean correlogram 

without any evidence of auto or partial autocorrelation. This also confirms the returns are i.i.d. 

Then, using Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion (SBIC) (Schwarz, 1978), the best model 

dimension was selected choosing the optimum lag. the result points to lag (1) based on optimum 

SBIC minus one as indicated in Figure 5. This information was then used on Augmented 

Dickey-Fuller (ADF) (Dickey & Fuller, 1979) test to verify the stationary condition of the FX 

USDBRL Return time series. 

 

(AC): Autocorrelations; (PAC): Partial autocorrelations and (Q):  Q statistics 

 

Figure 4 – Correlogram USDBRL Returns 

 

(LL): log likelihood; (LR): likelihood ratio; (df): degrees of freedom; (P): p-values; (FPE): final 

prediction error; (AIC): Akaike information criterion; (HQIC): Hannan–Quinn information  

 

Figure 5 – Best lag section according to SBIC 

 

After the ADF test was performed, results show a statistic value of -38.507 and for all 

significant levels, 1% 5% and 10%, the null hypothesis standing for the presence of unit root is 

rejected according to Figure 6.  Before settling the stationary condition of the FX USDBRL 

Return series, the final verification was done through the DF-GLS test developed by (Elliott, 

Rothenberg, & Stock, 1992). For the best lag indicated from SBIC, the DF-GLS show a value 

of -9.17 and a statistic value of -47.591 in Figure 7. These values confirm that the null 

hypothesis indicating the presence of unit root is rejected. Thus, FX USDBRL Return is stated 
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as a stationary time series. One last supporting visual evidence from figure 2 (right image), is 

the demonstration of mean reversion behavior of the FX USDBRL Return variable. 

 

 

Figure 6 – Dickey-Fuller Test - Stationary condition 

 

 

Figure 7 – Dickey-Fuller GLS Test – Confirmation of Stationary condition 

 

Extending the work originally proposed by (Engle, 1982) with ARCH model, (Bollerslev T. , 

1986) proposed another generalized approach (GARCH) to overcome the need of many 

parameters to build ARCH model due to high volatility persistence in time series, which 

according to (Tsay, 2005) might result in higher estimation errors. One of the main aspects of  

GARCH models is that conditional variance is not only a function of squared past returns but 

also of past conditional variances. 
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Considering Schwarz’s Bayesian information criterion (SBIC) previously demonstrated, the 

optimum model dimension with lag 1 was found. Equation (14) describes the conditional 

variance of the GARCH (1,1) model. 

 

 𝜎2
t =  𝜎0  +  𝜎1 µ2

t−1  + β
1
 𝜎2

t−1  +  𝐶𝑡       (14) 

 

where 𝜎0 > 0, 𝜎1 ≥ 0, β1 ≥ 0; and 𝜎1 + β1< 1 . This last restriction implies that the unconditional 

variance of rt is finite. This can be verified as well based on volatility clustering persistence on 

rt time series, which in the end makes the model to be stationary as previously demonstrated in 

the analysis. 𝐶𝑡 represents a dummy variable explained ahead. 

 

A major weakness of GARCH models is that they assume symmetric impacts of positive and 

negative shocks, then EGARCH model election as part of the tested models is justified for 

accommodating the asymmetric effects between positive and negative returns. 

 

There are many specifications for the EGARCH conditional variance equation. In this study, 

the model structure for the EGARCH conditional variance in equation (15) was used.  

 

 

𝑙𝑛( 𝜎2
t) =  𝜎0  +  β

1
𝑙𝑛( 𝜎2

t−1) + β
2

 µt−1

√ 𝜎2
t−1

 + β
3

[
| µt−1|

√ 𝜎2
t−1

−  √
2

𝜋
 ]  +  𝐶𝑡    (15) 

 

Using in-sample forecasts means maximizes the chance that the GARCH models will perform 

better than the implied volatility forecast. Thus, there was no volatility forecast out-of-sample 

performed in this study. The Aggregation of explanatory variables might have a positive impact 

on improving the forecasting volatility accuracy, furthermore, a test was conducted to verify if 

a dummy variable containing information regarding the event´s occurrence day would 

contribute to the model´s performance. As shown in Figure 6 and 7, all the coefficients are 

statistically significant at 1% level on models, except the dummy variable on the EGARCH 

model which are statistically significant at 5% level. 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

VARIABLES BRL_LN_RTN ARCH BRL_LN_RTN ARCH HET

L.arch 0.126*** 0.128***

(0.00669) (0.00675)

L.garch 0.862*** 0.860***

(0.00743) (0.00748)

COPOM 1.814***

(0.389)

Constant -0.000194* 1.76e-06*** -0.000194* -13.38***

(0.000114) (2.36e-07) (0.000113) (0.157)

Observations 4,145 4,145 4,145 4,145 4,145

Standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Figure 8 – GARCH (1,1) Model 

 

 

Figure 9 – EGARCH(1,1) Model 

 

Results are in line with previous research, showing that the coefficients of  GARCH (1,1) and 

EGARCH(1,1) models are highly significant. Thus, volatility is time-varying, and shocks are 

persistent. Note that (𝜎1+ β1) equals 0.988 and 0.520 for GARCH and EGARCH models 

respectively, therefore it also confirms the process is stationary. 

 

Adding the dummy variable in the Autoregressive models resulted in improving the 

performance of both in terms of accuracy at 95% confidence level and decrease the VaR mean 

absolute error in 19.76% using the conditional volatility from GARCH. On the other hand, the 

VaR based on EGARCH presented a deterioration in terms of mean absolute error of 8.59% for 

having the limits narrower.  

 

In summary, the four forecasting volatility models are described below and were evaluated 

during the empirical test at Copom meetings and the other 3 special events. 

 

I. IV model: 𝜎2
d  =  5 ∗  𝜎2

1w(d−5)  −  4 ∗  𝜎2
1w(d−6)      (12) 

II. HV model: 𝜎HV̂  = √ 
1

𝑛−1
∑ (𝑟𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1  −  �̅�)2           ;  �̅�  =  𝑛−1 ∑ 𝑟𝑡−𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1     (13) 

III. GARCH:  𝜎2
t =  𝜎0  +  𝜎1 µ2

t−1  +  β
1
 𝜎2

t−1  +  𝐶𝑡      (14) 

IV. EGARCH: 𝑙𝑛( 𝜎2
t) =  𝜎0  + β

1
𝑙𝑛( 𝜎2

t−1) + β
2

 µt−1

√ 𝜎2
t−1

 + β
3

[
| µt−1|

√ 𝜎2
t−1

− √
2

𝜋
 ]  +  𝐶𝑡  (15) 

 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

VARIABLES BRL_LN_RTN ARCH BRL_LN_RTN ARCH HET

L.earch 0.141*** 0.143***

(0.0127) (0.0127)

L.earch_a 0.374*** 0.377***

(0.0204) (0.0202)

COPOM 0.249**

(0.103)

Constant 0.000177 -9.260*** 0.000184 -9.269***

(0.000143) (0.0159) (0.000144) (0.0160)

Observations 4,145 4,145 4,145 4,145 4,145

Standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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5. Empirical Results 

 

5.1. Copom meetings  

 

Every 45 days, the Monetary Policy Committee (Copom), which is formed by the Brazilian 

Central Bank Board, meets for setting the target for the policy interest rate, called Selic rate. 

These meetings are previously scheduled, and the calendar is released by June of the previous 

year. They last two days and the decision is disclosed online through the Copom statement on 

the second day after the market is closed. Therefore, the real impact derived from the final 

decision will happen on the next business day on open markets (BCB, 2019). 

 

A graphic representation of the overall VaR limits from all four models is a good commence to 

visually understand the results obtained from this study. Figure 10 shows the realized USDBRL 

FX returns and all VaRs predicted limits in all 130 meetings considering the four models.  

 

 

Figure 10 – VaR Copom Boundaries at 95% confidence level 

 

In general, the VaR IV model had the best overall performance in terms of expected exceeded 

boundaries with 4.62% on lower limits and 5.38% on upper limits, considering a confidence 

level of 95%. The model also had the lowest mean absolute error of 0.337% for periods when 

the VaR was crossed, having in mind it accounts for both limits. On Figure 11 is possible to see 

the accuracy and errors for the other models at 95% confidence level breaking down into upper 

and lower boundaries.  
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Figure 11 – General VaR limits exceeded and MAE at 95% 

 

Evaluating only the lower limits, it is clear that all the models have a similar performance in 

terms of accuracy, on the other hand, GARCH and IV models were the ones with the best mean 

absolute errors in this case. Once it contradicts the overall performance, which demonstrates 

that the IV model is the best choice, it is valuable to investigate the source of IV model 

robustness. On the upper limits, the IV model provides some signs of why it has the best overall 

performance with the best accuracy of 5.38% and the lowest MAE of 0.232%.  

 

There is also interest in examining the model's performance for a different level of confidence 

aiming to analyze if the overall results are sustainable when the uncertainty is increased. At 

90% confidence level, the IV model is very similar to GARCH regarding exceeded limits in 

10.38% despite IV has the lowest MAE of 0.382%. This evidence suggests there are still 

unknown variables influencing the results. Figure 12 summarizes the results for all models. 

 

hit_EG~5_abs          130    .0846154    .2793851          0          1

hit_GARCH5~s          130    .1230769    .3297964          0          1

 hit_HV5_abs          130    .1461538     .354627          0          1

 hit_IV5_abs          130          .1    .3011605          0          1

 Both_Limits          130           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

hit_EGA~5_up          130    .0384615    .1930516          0          1

hit_GARCH5~p          130    .0769231    .2675002          0          1

  hit_HV5_up          130          .1    .3011605          0          1

  hit_IV5_up          130    .0538462     .226587          0          1

 Upper_Limit          130           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

hit_E~5_down          130    .0461538    .2106299          0          1

hit_GARCH5~n          130    .0461538    .2106299          0          1

hit_HV5_down          130    .0461538    .2106299          0          1

hit_IV5_down          130    .0461538    .2106299          0          1

 Lower_Limit          130           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

    Variable          Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

EGARCH_er~95           11    .0062665    .0042055   .0017928   .0158431

GARCH_err~95           16    .0040528    .0033196   4.17e-06   .0099411

 HV_error_95           19    .0050424    .0034114   .0006273     .01273

 IV_error_95           13    .0033652    .0032862   .0002757   .0092923

 Both_Limits          130           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

EGARCH_e~5_u            5    .0044841    .0029246   .0017928   .0082883

GARCH_er~5_u           10    .0039487    .0033613   .0003456   .0099411

HV_error~5_u           13    .0045669    .0037043   .0006273     .01273

IV_error~5_u            7    .0023227    .0023371   .0003346   .0065584

 Upper_Limit          130           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

EGARCH_e~5_d            6    .0077518     .004765   .0027056   .0158431

GARCH_er~5_d            6    .0042262    .0035587   4.17e-06   .0081286

HV_error~5_d            6    .0060727    .0026649   .0025929   .0100073

IV_error~5_d            6    .0045815    .0040083   .0002757   .0092923

 Lower_Limit          130           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

    Variable          Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max
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Figure 12 – General VaR limits exceeded and MAE at 90% 

 

Differently from testing for a confidence level of 95%, at 90% confidence level the IV model 

had the lowest MAE while evaluating only the lower limits. On the other hand, in terms of 

accuracy, the same pattern happens with GARCH and IV models limits being crossed in 10% 

of the time. On the upper limits, EGARCH was the most accurate with 9.23% and presented a 

MAE of 0.462%. Therefore, there was an important contribution from the IV model MAE while 

considering only the lower limits, which in the end,  impacted the overall performance of the 

model. 

 

Testing at two different levels of confidence confirmed the overall best performance of the IV 

model. By contrast, it does not indicate the clear source of the IV model´s robustness. For this 

reason, the investigation is deepened and the model´s performance is evaluated during periods 

of low and high volatility separately trying to identify where the IV model demonstrates a solid 

behavior. 

 

While not being interested in the movement direction of FX USDBRL returns, investigating 

scenarios where the IV  model outperform the others, is very helpful for strategies involving 

long or short FX rates positions and elucidate if the IV model is biased in certain conditions.   

 

 

 

hit_EG~1_abs          130    .1615385    .3694506          0          1

hit_GARCH1~s          130    .2076923    .4072246          0          1

 hit_HV1_abs          130    .1846154    .3894862          0          1

 hit_IV1_abs          130    .2076923    .4072246          0          1

 Both_Limits          130           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

hit_EGA~1_up          130    .0923077    .2905796          0          1

hit_GARCH1~p          130    .1076923    .3111906          0          1

  hit_HV1_up          130    .1153846    .3207215          0          1

  hit_IV1_up          130    .1153846    .3207215          0          1

 Upper_Limit          130           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

hit_E~1_down          130    .0692308    .2548282          0          1

hit_GARCH1~n          130          .1    .3011605          0          1

hit_HV1_down          130    .0692308    .2548282          0          1

hit_IV1_down          130    .0923077    .2905796          0          1

 Lower_Limit          130           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

    Variable          Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

EGARCH_er~90           21    .0061941    .0050572   .0001862   .0197484

GARCH_err~90           27    .0050597     .004146   .0001576   .0131233

 HV_error_90           24    .0066015    .0040795    .000158   .0152968

 IV_error_90           27    .0038222    .0034267   .0003922   .0114644

 Both_Limits          130           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

EGARCH_e~0_u           12    .0046201    .0036004   .0001862   .0118352

GARCH_er~0_u           14    .0054719    .0038726   .0004211   .0131233

HV_error~0_u           15    .0064599    .0038795   .0019516   .0152968

IV_error~0_u           15    .0034051    .0026434   .0003922   .0093543

 Upper_Limit          130           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

EGARCH_e~0_d            9    .0082927    .0061191   .0002499   .0197484

GARCH_er~0_d           13    .0046158    .0045371   .0001576   .0128068

HV_error~0_d            9    .0068376     .004627    .000158   .0130598

IV_error~0_d           12    .0043437    .0042811   .0003998   .0114644

 Lower_Limit          130           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

    Variable          Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max
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5.1.1. Low Volatility Periods 

 

In summary, 84 meetings took place during periods of low volatility. The VaR based on IV had 

the best accuracy in terms of limits crossed with 3.57% for a significant level of 5% considering 

the lower boundaries. However, the model has the highest MAE demonstrating that accuracy 

was obtained in favor of conservative calculated limits. When analyzing the upper limits, the 

IV and GARCH models were the closet to 5% although IV exhibit the lowest MAE. In the end, 

the IV model was the best estimating VaR limits while verifying both limits and exhibit a MAE 

of 0.368%. Please see figure 13 for detailed numbers. 

 

 

 

Figure 13 – Low Volatility Periods VaR limits exceeded and MAE at 95% 

 

Although knowing that the general performance of the IV model was more accurate and had 

the lowest MAE, there is no strong evidence to support the model´s robustness during periods 

of low volatility. By testing at 90% confidence level, while analyzing lower and upper limits 

distinctly, the HV model was the surprise with the crossed limits closest to 10%. On the upper 

limits, the accuracy of the model was conquered in detriment of MAE, where it has the highest 

value of 0.654%. With this in mind, for now, it is not possible to confirm IV was the most 

reliable on setting the limits yet. Thus, it is straightforward trying to confirm its robustness 

during periods of high volatility. Figure 14 describes the results during low volatility periods at 

90% confidence level. 

hit_EG~5_abs           84     .047619    .2142379          0          1

hit_GARCH5~s           84    .0833333    .2780454          0          1

 hit_HV5_abs           84    .1309524    .3393744          0          1

 hit_IV5_abs           84    .0952381    .2953066          0          1

 Both_Limits           84           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

hit_EGA~5_up           84    .0357143    .1866915          0          1

hit_GARCH5~p           84    .0595238    .2380235          0          1

  hit_HV5_up           84    .1071429    .3111524          0          1

  hit_IV5_up           84    .0595238    .2380235          0          1

 Upper_Limit           84           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

hit_E~5_down           84    .0119048    .1091089          0          1

hit_GARCH5~n           84    .0238095     .153371          0          1

hit_HV5_down           84    .0238095     .153371          0          1

hit_IV5_down           84    .0357143    .1866915          0          1

 Lower_Limit           84           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

    Variable          Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

EGARCH_er~95            4    .0025898    .0005904   .0017928   .0031731

GARCH_err~95            7    .0031981    .0024177   4.17e-06   .0067051

 HV_error_95           11    .0039818    .0027625   .0006273   .0097705

 IV_error_95            8    .0036772    .0036101   .0003346   .0092923

 Both_Limits           84           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

EGARCH_e~5_u            3    .0023954    .0005441   .0017928   .0028504

GARCH_er~5_u            5    .0031356    .0017714    .000821     .00484

HV_error~5_u            9    .0041848    .0030377   .0006273   .0097705

IV_error~5_u            5    .0023943     .002617   .0003346   .0065584

 Upper_Limit           84           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

EGARCH_e~5_d            1    .0031731           .   .0031731   .0031731

GARCH_er~5_d            2    .0033546    .0047383   4.17e-06   .0067051

HV_error~5_d            2    .0030681     .000672   .0025929   .0035432

IV_error~5_d            3    .0058154    .0045767   .0006303   .0092923

 Lower_Limit           84           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

    Variable          Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max
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Figure 14 – Low Volatility Periods VaR limits exceeded and MAE at 90% 

 

5.1.1. High Volatility Periods 

 

Despite the number of meetings is above 30, which statistically is enough to assume a good 

sample, 46 meetings can still present some level of uncertainty to guarantee accurate 

conclusions. Even though it is possible to investigate the model’s performance and infer some 

conclusions. 

 

With a confidence level of 95%, the IV model had the most accurate calculated lower limits 

with MAE of 0.335%. On the upper limits, the VaR IV performance is indisputable with limits 

crossed 4.35% of times and the lowest MAE encountered so far of 0.215%. In this sense, the 

general performance is enriched, and the limits were overcome by 10.86% when considering 

the upper and lower boundaries and presented the lowest MAE of 0.289%. In comparison to 

the other models, the limits set based on VaR IV are the most accurate and confirm that the 

model´s performance robustness comes from periods of high volatility as suggested evidence 

demonstrated in Figure 15.  

 

One last testing is conducted considering a confidence level of 90%. Again, the IV model has, 

is the most accurate in all scenarios analyzed and in terms of MAE the IV model is preeminent 

showing its robustness source with a mean absolute error of 0.440%. On figure 16 it is possible 

to verify the results with mode details.  

hit_EG~1_abs           84    .0952381    .2953066          0          1

hit_GARCH1~s           84    .1547619    .3638498          0          1

 hit_HV1_abs           84    .1666667    .3749163          0          1

 hit_IV1_abs           84    .2142857    .4127903          0          1

 Both_Limits           84           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

hit_EGA~1_up           84    .0714286    .2590862          0          1

hit_GARCH1~p           84    .0833333    .2780454          0          1

  hit_HV1_up           84    .1071429    .3111524          0          1

  hit_IV1_up           84    .1190476    .3257896          0          1

 Upper_Limit           84           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

hit_E~1_down           84    .0238095     .153371          0          1

hit_GARCH1~n           84    .0714286    .2590862          0          1

hit_HV1_down           84    .0595238    .2380235          0          1

hit_IV1_down           84    .0952381    .2953066          0          1

 Lower_Limit           84           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

    Variable          Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

EGARCH_er~90            8    .0043018    .0021375   .0017057   .0069886

GARCH_err~90           13    .0040742    .0030822     .00039   .0097412

 HV_error_90           14    .0054082    .0032467    .000158   .0118576

 IV_error_90           18    .0035341    .0033331   .0003922   .0103791

 Both_Limits           84           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

EGARCH_e~0_u            6    .0040851    .0021242   .0017057   .0064645

GARCH_er~0_u            7    .0049834    .0026213   .0010711   .0079114

HV_error~0_u            9    .0065377    .0030304   .0025091   .0118576

IV_error~0_u           10    .0035799    .0026561   .0003922   .0093543

 Upper_Limit           84           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

EGARCH_e~0_d            2    .0049519    .0028802   .0029153   .0069886

GARCH_er~0_d            6    .0030135     .003471     .00039   .0097412

HV_error~0_d            5     .003375    .0028024    .000158   .0065364

IV_error~0_d            8    .0034769    .0042311   .0003998   .0103791

 Lower_Limit           84           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

    Variable          Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max
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Figure 15 – High Volatility Periods VaR limits exceeded and MAE at 95% 

 

 

Figure 16 – High Volatility Periods VaR limits exceeded and MAE at 90% 

 

The fact IV model has a better volatility estimation during periods of high volatility, 

corroborates with its intrinsic forward-looking nature. Assuming the hypothesis that the market 

is efficient, news bringing recent sources of fluctuations to asset prices are suddenly 

incorporated into implied volatilities, reflecting the market´s expectation regarding future 

unknown outcomes. It allows a more reliable risk quantification impacting directly the mean 

absolute error as a final consequence.     

hit_EG~5_abs           46    .1521739    .3631584          0          1

hit_GARCH5~s           46    .1956522    .4010855          0          1

 hit_HV5_abs           46     .173913     .383223          0          1

 hit_IV5_abs           46    .1086957    .3146964          0          1

 Both_Limits           46           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

hit_EGA~5_up           46    .0434783    .2061846          0          1

hit_GARCH5~p           46    .1086957    .3146964          0          1

  hit_HV5_up           46    .0869565    .2848849          0          1

  hit_IV5_up           46    .0434783    .2061846          0          1

 Upper_Limit           46           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

hit_E~5_down           46    .1086957    .3146964          0          1

hit_GARCH5~n           46    .0869565    .2848849          0          1

hit_HV5_down           46    .0869565    .2848849          0          1

hit_IV5_down           46    .0652174    .2496374          0          1

 Lower_Limit           46           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

    Variable          Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

EGARCH_er~95            7    .0083674    .0038912   .0027056   .0158431

GARCH_err~95            9    .0047175    .0038913   .0002223   .0099411

 HV_error_95            8    .0065008    .0038502    .000652     .01273

 IV_error_95            5     .002866    .0030139   .0002757   .0076359

 Both_Limits           46           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

EGARCH_e~5_u            2    .0076171    .0009492   .0069459   .0082883

GARCH_er~5_u            5    .0047618    .0045421   .0003456   .0099411

HV_error~5_u            4    .0054266    .0053717    .000652     .01273

IV_error~5_u            2    .0021436    .0022999   .0005174   .0037699

 Upper_Limit           46           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

EGARCH_e~5_d            5    .0086675    .0047003   .0027056   .0158431

GARCH_er~5_d            4    .0046621    .0035865   .0002223   .0081286

HV_error~5_d            4     .007575    .0016303   .0065467   .0100073

IV_error~5_d            3    .0033476    .0038279   .0002757   .0076359

 Lower_Limit           46           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

    Variable          Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

hit_EG~1_abs           46    .2826087    .4552432          0          1

hit_GARCH1~s           46    .3043478    .4652151          0          1

 hit_HV1_abs           46    .2173913    .4170288          0          1

 hit_IV1_abs           46    .1956522    .4010855          0          1

 Both_Limits           46           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

hit_EGA~1_up           46    .1304348    .3405026          0          1

hit_GARCH1~p           46    .1521739    .3631584          0          1

  hit_HV1_up           46    .1304348    .3405026          0          1

  hit_IV1_up           46    .1086957    .3146964          0          1

 Upper_Limit           46           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

hit_E~1_down           46    .1521739    .3631584          0          1

hit_GARCH1~n           46    .1521739    .3631584          0          1

hit_HV1_down           46    .0869565    .2848849          0          1

hit_IV1_down           46    .0869565    .2848849          0          1

 Lower_Limit           46           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

    Variable          Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max

EGARCH_er~90           13    .0073585    .0060087   .0001862   .0197484

GARCH_err~90           14    .0059748     .004872   .0001576   .0131233

 HV_error_90           10    .0082722    .0046892   .0019516   .0152968

 IV_error_90            9    .0043984     .003741    .000632   .0114644

 Both_Limits           46           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

EGARCH_e~0_u            6    .0051551     .004829   .0001862   .0118352

GARCH_er~0_u            7    .0059604    .0050065   .0004211   .0131233

HV_error~0_u            6    .0063432    .0052364   .0019516   .0152968

IV_error~0_u            5    .0030554    .0028901    .000632   .0080023

 Upper_Limit           46           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

EGARCH_e~0_d            7    .0092472    .0066151   .0002499   .0197484

GARCH_er~0_d            7    .0059892    .0051345   .0001576   .0128068

HV_error~0_d            4    .0111658    .0012882   .0101914   .0130598

IV_error~0_d            4    .0060771    .0044069   .0006929   .0114644

 Lower_Limit           46           1           0          1          1

                                                                       

    Variable          Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max
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5.2. Practical Application on Special Events 

 

To verify how the IV model performs for specific volatile events, three special occurrences 

were chosen for a practical application. These events were prescheduled and according to 

market agents and previous similar scenarios, they had a high probability to bring big 

fluctuations on specific FX rates on the day the results were disclosed. For symmetric and 

asymmetric GARCH models, a dummy variable was also added to the models informing about 

the occurrence of the events. 

 

5.2.1. BREXIT 

 

The first event investigated was the Brexit referendum that took place in 2016 in the United 

Kingdom. The results of this referendum were announced on June 23rd, 2016 with the majority 

of voters deciding that the United Kingdom should leave the European Union as a member. The 

real impact happened on June 24th when the markets were open and the British Pound (GBP) 

devalued approximately 8.4% with respect to the USD. 

 

The only model capable to estimate a reasonable risk was the IV model, meaning all the other 

predictions limits were exceeded and were not reliable to take risk management actions. In 

summary, the GBP depreciated approximately 8.4% with respect to the USD, the VaR 

boundaries calculated based on IV model were +/- 10.23% which resulted in a MAE of 1.84%. 

Figure 17. 

 

 

Figure 17 – Boundaries Exceeded and MAE from VaR models at BREXIT 

 

5.2.2. USA Presidential Election 

 

The second event considered was the last US presidential election on November 8th, 2016. The 

results of this election were disclosed on the morning of November 9th before market exchanges 
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open and confirmed the presidency of Donald Trump starting on January 20th, 2017. When the 

markets were opened the Mexican Peso (MXN) lost almost 8% of its value in comparison to 

USD.  

 

Based on the estimated volatility from the IV model, the VaR limit for this specific day was 

calculated in +/- 10.01% and given the MXN performance, the MAE was about 2%. The other 

models were not able to set reliable limits and all of them were crossed with high estimate 

errors. Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18– Boundaries Exceeded and MAE from VaR models at US Election 

 

 

5.2.3. Brazilian Presidential Election 

 

Lastly, the second round of the Brazilian presidential election on October 28th, 2018 was 

examined. On the same day, the results confirmed the election of Jair Bolsonaro bringing 

fluctuations to BRL with respect to USD the next day aftermarket exchanges were opened. The 

BRL appreciated more than 2% in comparison to USD.  

 

The IV model forecasted volatility resulted in a VaR limit of  +/- 3.57% and based on BRL 

fluctuation the MAE was 1.46%. Considering the other model’s estimation only EGARCH was 

able to forecast reliable volatility and consequently quantify proper VaR limits, however, it had 

a MAE almost 11% higher than the IV model. Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19 – Boundaries Exceeded and MAE from VaR models at BRZ Election 
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6. Conclusion 

 

This study examined the performance of four different models while forecasting FX rate 

volatility on specific preannounced macroeconomic episodes with the intention to input the 

estimated value in a parametric VaR model to perform risk assessments. It was introduced a 

dummy variable in the classical GARCH and EGARCH models informing the models the 

events calendar under investigation. For the Historical volatility model, a simple calculation of 

standard deviation from the FX rate returns time series was conducted considering a moving 

window of ninety trading days. The IV model was developed based on market one-week FX 

rate implied volatility data. 

 

In line with the evidence in the respective literature, which stands that IV has a better forecasting 

power than other volatility models, the findings in this empirical study reveal that the best risk 

quantification using parametric Value-at-Risk for pre-schedule macroeconomic events is 

derived from the estimated volatility based on FX one-week IV model. Acting as a natural 

proxy for future volatility, IV confirms its forward-looking nature differentiating from the 

backward-looking property inherent in historical and autoregressive models investigated in this 

paper. The VaR IV limits were exceeded on average 5% for a confidence level of 95% with a 

mean absolute error of 0.337% and crossed on average 10.38% for a confidence level of 90% 

with a mean forecasted absolute error of 0.382% while evaluating the lower and upper limits. 

 

Although the VaR IV model´s performance during periods of low volatility exceed the other 

models considering a confidence of  95%, its source of robustness comes especially from 

periods of high volatility which is mainly explained by the incorporation of new facts by market 

agents in the FX rate options instruments which are transmitted to the related Implied data. 

Thus, as a complementary risk management tool, this VaR IV model demonstrates its 

importance while measuring tail risks inherent to pre-defined potential stress macroeconomic 

events.  

As described, using parametric VaR as a sufficient risk management tool during potential stress 

scenarios is not appropriate because this method has some critical issues, especially related to 

the assumption of normal distribution of FX returns, once it is known the distribution exhibit 

fat tails which may lead to underestimating tail risks, For instance, all the other models, except 

the Var IV, had their calculated limits exceed above the confidence level during periods of high 
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volatility and on the special events. In turn, VaR is a necessary tool for managing tail risks and 

the use of FX IV as feedstock for the parametric VaR has improved its performance during 

preannounced potential stress events, and it is credited to the FX IV forward-looking nature and 

its rolling property. If this instrument is used as a complementary risk management tool along 

with Expected Tail loss measure and Stressing tests to detect the potential maximum severe 

loss, the risk assessment becomes more reliable for returns exhibiting fat tails property and 

asymmetry. 

 

This paper has conducted an empirical study on Copom meetings to validate the VaR IV model 

and then demonstrated a practical application on specific democratic voting processes, but there 

is a potential to be used on other relevant macroeconomic events. For example, during FOMC 

(Federal Open Market Committee) meetings and European Central Bank meetings, modeling 

the risk for FX EURUSD. For the Bank of Japan meeting, modeling the risk for FX USDJPY. 

Another interesting investigation could be done during the disclose of relevant periodic 

macroeconomic indicators, as real GDP, payroll, relevant pooling, and others. In other words, 

for every preschedule event with the potential to brings volatility to the FX market, this 

methodology can be used.  

 

A more elaborate application would be measuring a portfolio of currencies risk for a particular 

potential stress event obtaining the currencies correlation from historical data or a forward 

implied correlation deriving from options cross currencies. Also, build an IV index with rolling 

properties derived from FX options from OTC (Over The Counter)  market to be used as a 

proxy for equity, bonds and commodities market as a source to calculate risks during 

preannounced macroeconomic events, based on the correlation property presented in the 

volatilities during stressful trading days. 
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